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Doin Thangs
The album art for Big Bear’s Doin Thangs was created by famed Houston design team Pen & Pixel in
1998. The original Pen & Pixel team is responsible for thousands of record covers for independent
and major label albums beginning in the early 1990s and running through the early 2000s. You can
see the majority of the covers Pen & Pixel made here: http://ffm713.skyrock.com/
The visual language employed by Pen & Pixel is maximalist and uses every available inch of space
for ostentatious representations of wealth, love, death, lust, and greed. The Photoshop design solutions on display here are fairly basic by current standards. Let’s not be fucking snobs though.
Simple uses of tools have never stopped anyone from making great works. Pen & Pixel went from
being an unknown design studio in Houston, Texas to being the standard for album art in Rap Music
in a fairly short span of time
The appeal of this digital style is fairly easy to understand. For a few hundred dollars Pen & Pixel
could create artwork for your album complete with anything you could possibly imagine. The majority of musicians employing Pen & Pixel were members of ethnic minority groups and the possibilities afforded by their style were especially attractive, as representations of wealth have always
been alluring for obvious reasons1. More than anything I always come back to how strange these
covers can be. In particular, Big Bear’s cover is especially attractive for a few specific reasons:
1. I am very attracted to the text here. There is not any classic ‘Bling Text ’2 on display like in some
of the other covers, but the honey dripping off ‘Big Bear’ and the glowing edge on ‘Doin Thangs’ are
really nice. In particular, the term ‘Doing Thangs’ is important because it is slang elevated to the
status of a spiritual object simply by the glowing edge around the text. We can all only hope to be
doin the thangs that this type set posits.
2. There are bears in silk robes smoking blunts, sipping drink, wearing sunglasses, hanging out
with a human man in a cave having what seems to be a pretty down ass chill session. There is some
expensive champagne on ice with a choice nut and berry spread because bears love nuts and berries. Everything is shining. The sun is setting in the background.
3. I have been thinking and reading about Animality lately. I want to understand what is it like to be
classified as a human animal. In the classic European Christian sense it means I am neither European nor Christian, and I will not submit to being a slave. It means I am a savage. It also means I can
be trapped and kept as a pet. Obviously I have mixed feelings about this. I want to be wild and loud
and free so I guess that means I will be a savage animal and suffer the consequences.

1

I have acquired two gold chains in the last year. Gold looks good against my brown skin and it makes me feel beautiful so whatever. Also I’ve been psychically oppressed from birth into believing that I can’t be truly rich until I’m wealthy
with money. As a Native American I will always have everything stolen from me and as a Mexican American I will never
work hard enough to please my European Christian conquerors.
Can we talk about Bling Text for a second though? I mean c’mon, how important did that turn out to be? It pretty much
defined a certain generation of internet users (Not you, I know. I’m hardly ever talking about you) and was then co-opted
into general advertising language to market terrible things back to the minority communities that created and popularized it. They are trying to kill us yal!
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A Peace Sign Is Just A Trigger And A Middle Finger
Digital Collage
2013

Alien VS Predator IRL
Digital Documentation of a Performance
2013

Found and Modified Animated Gifs:
www.Play2Much.com

Exclusive Mixtape:
http://www.mixcloud.com/carlosrosalessilva/always-in-tha-doghouse/

Watermelon 1
Spray Paint and Acrylic on Panel and Wall
2013

Carlos Rosales-Silva is an artist living and working in New York, NY. In 2008 he became a member
of the Okay Mountain Collective. In 2010 received his BFA in Studio Art from the University of Texas
Austin. Most recently he mounted a year long solo project at the Utah Museum of Contemporary
Art. His favorite activities are watching the sunset and feeling beautiful. His favorite biome is the
desert.
http://www.carlosrosalessilva.com/
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